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ASSISTANT FOREMAN
IN DELHI TRANSPORT CORPORATION

UNDER POST CODE 18/2015

1. The DSSSB vide its advertisement number 01/2015 with closing date
26/11/2015, had advertised 41 vacancies (UR-22, OBC-10, SC-06, ST-03
including HH-01, OH-01) for the post of Assistant Foreman in Delhi Transport
Corporation under Post code 18/2015. Board has conducted One Tier
Examination (T) for recruitment to this post on 15.10.2017 wherein 199
candidates appeared. On the basis of the Tier-I examination 26 candidates
were shortlisted to upload their requisite documents in e-dossier vide notice
number 613 dated 20.03.2018.

2. After preliminary scrutiny of the candidature of candidates as per the
provisions of the statutory Recruitment Rules for the post in respect of the
educational qualification and the terms and conditions of the advertisement,
the following candidates are provisionally selected to the post of Assistant
Foreman in Delhi Transport Corporation under Post code 18/2015. DSSSB
has however not undertaken any veracity/scrutiny of
experience certificate being technical in nature, user
department may ensure their correctness at their own level.

3. UR CATEGORY
Sno RoUno Name DOB Tier I CAT Remarks

marks
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 17200970 Amanpreet 13/05/1988 119.5 UR Done B Tech in Mech. Engg in
Singh 04/2010. User department

may ensure its correctness
and finally decide the
eligibility of the candidate as
per the RRsof the post on
closing date i.e. 26.11.2015

2 17200449 Manoj 13/03/1984 104 UR Done Dip in Automobile Engg
(DET-L) (The date of passing the



Kumar diploma not provided, 07/08 as
Nehra per submission of candidate, in

the Diploma certificate it has
been mentioned that exam held in
May/dune 08). User
department may ensure its
correctness and finally decide
the eligibility of the candidate
as per the RRsof the post on
closing date i.e. 26.11.2015

3 17200312 Deepak 11/6/1993 104 UR Done Diploma in Mech. Engg
(The date of passing the diploma
not provided, in the Diploma
certificate it has been mentioned
that exam held in 2011. User
department may ensure its
correctness and finally decide
the eligibility of the candidate
as per the RRsof the post on
closing date i.e. 26.11.2015

4 17200294 Navin 19/04/1993 95.5 UR Done Dip in Mech. Engg (The
Kumar date of passing the diploma not

provided, 07/11 as per
submission of candidate, in the
Diploma certificate it has been
mentioned that exam held in
2011.) User department may
ensure its correctness and
finally decide the eligibility of
the candidate as per the RRs
of the post on closing date i.e.
26.11.2015

5 17200562 Rohit Kumar 2/7/1989 86.75 UR The candidate has not
Maurya mentioned the details of

his experience In Mis
Spicer India Ltd,
Uttarkhand In his online
application form however
has filed experience
certificate at the stage of
e-dossier. The experience
furnished at the e-dossier
stage may be verified/
scrutinized by the user
department.

6 17200366 Nitesh 5/5/1990 86.75 OBe Done Diploma (Mech. Engg)
Kumar (The date of passing the

diploma not provided, 16.9.13



as per submission of
candidate in his e-dossier
report, in the diploma
certificate it has been
mentioned that exam held in
2011.)+
Affidavit furnished by
candidate that name of the
firm was wrongly
mentioned by him as Mis
Darshan India Ltd in the
online application form.
User department may ensure
its correctness and finally
decide the eligibility of the
candidate as per the RRsof
the post on closing date i.e.
26.11.2015

7 17200977 Shivmangal 15/04/1990 84.5 UR User department may ensure
Sahu decide the eligibility of the

candidate as per the RRsof
the post on closing date i.e.
26.11.2015

8 17200963 Rahul Tyagi 5/9/1991 83.75 UR Done Diploma in Automobile
Engg (The date of passing the
diploma not provided, 30.8.10
as per submission of
candidate in his e-dossier
report, in the diploma
certificate it has been
mentioned that exam held in
2010 certificate issued on
octLz). User department may
ensure its correctness and
finally decide the eligibility of
the candidate as per the RRs
of the post on closing date i.e.
26.11.2015.

9 17200158 Amit Kumar 6/7/1983 81 UR User department may decide
Choudhary the eligibility of the candidate

as per the RRsof the post on
closing date i.e. 26.11.2015

10 17200486 Surjeet 15/02/1988 80.75 OBe Done Diploma in Mech. Engg
Gahlot (The date of passing the diploma

not provided, 06/09 as per
submission of candidate however
in the Diploma certificate it has
been mentioned that exam held in
2009. User department may



Deepak Asija 28/12/1989 80.75 UR Done Diploma in Mech. Engg
(The date of passing the diploma
not provided, 08/10 as per
submission of candidate, in the
Diploma certificate it has been
mentioned that exam held in
2010) User department may
ensure its correctness and
finally decide the eligibility of
the candidate as per the RRs
of the post on closing date i.e.
26.11.2015

12 17201095 Ajay Kumar 9/4/1983

11 17200279

13 17201012 Deepak 7/9/1986
Kumar

14 17200350 Prince 5/6/1989

80

80

80

ensure its correctness and
finally decide the eligibility of
the candidate as per the RRs
of the post on closing date i.e.
26.11.2015.
The candidate has not
men tioned the details of
his experience in M/ s
Bhagirath Motors in his
online application form
however has filed
experience certificate at
the stage of e-dossier. The
experience furnished at the
e-dossier stage may be
verified/ scrutinized by the
user department.

UR User department may decide
the eligibility of the candidate
as per the RRsof the post on
closing date i.e. 26.11.2015

UR Done Dip in Automobile Engg
(The date of passing the diploma
not provided, 11/06 as per
submission of candidate, in the
Diploma certificate it has been
mentioned that exam held in
May/clune 06). User
department may ensure its
correctness and finally decide
the eligibility of the candidate
as per the RRsof the post on
closing date i.e. 26.11.2015

SC Done Dip in Mech. Engg (The
date of passing the diploma not
provided, 06/10 as per
submission of candidate, in the



Diploma certificate it has been
mentioned that exam held in
2010). User department may
ensure its correctness and
finally decide the eligibility of
the candidate as per the RRs
of the post on closing date i.e.
26.11.2015.
The candidate has not
mentioned the details of his
experience in M/ s Rawat
Motors in his online
application form however
has filed experience
certificate at the stage of e-
dossier. The experience
furnished at the e-dossier
stage may be verified/
scrutinized by the user
department.

15 17200537 Prateek 20/11/1991 80 OBe User department may decide
Sharma the eligibility of the candidate

as per the RRsof the post on
closing date i.e. 26.11.2015

4. The selection of candidates having roll number 17200970, 17200449,
17200312, 17200294, 17200366, 17200963, 17200486, 17200279, 17201012,
17200350 is purely provisional subject to satisfaction of user department
regarding the remarks mentioned against each.

5 OBC C t. a egory
Sno RoUno Name DOB Tier I CAT Remarks

marks
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 17200799 Neeraj 12/2/1989 77.5 OB Done Dip in Automobile
C Engg. (The date of passing the

diploma not provided, 09/09 as
per submission of candidate, in
the Diploma certificate it has
been mentioned that exam held
in June 09) User department
may ensure its correctness
and finally decide the
eligibility of the candidate as
per the RRsof the post on



closing date i.e. 26.11.2015.
Candidate has furnished
the experience certificate
as worked as Technician
Apprentice with Mis TATA
Motors Ltd Pant nagar wef
15.9.09 to 14.9.10; further
worked as Supervisor in
Mis Avinav Traders wef
20.9.10 to 22.9.11 & from
1.6.12 to 02.6.13. Both
experience certificates of
Avinav Traders is without
date. The experience
certificate furnished by the
candidate without date may
be verified/ scrutinized by
the user department.

2 17200883 Chander 23/07/1992 72.75 OB Done Dip. in Mech.Engg
Shekhar C (The date of passing the diploma

not provided, 12/08/13 as per
submission of candidate in e-
dossier, in the diploma certificate
dated 5.2.15 it has been
mentioned that exam held in
2013). User department may
ensure its correctness and
finally decide the eligibility of
the candidate as per the RRs
of the post on closing date
i.e. 26.11.2015.

3 17201051 Tarun Khatri 8/11/1991 72.5 OB Candidate has done BTech
C in Mechanical Engineering

(Date of passing the Degree
was not provided, in the
Degree certificate it has
been mentioned that exam
held in May'2013). User
department may ensure its
correctness and finally
decide the eligibility of the
candidate as per the RRsof
the post on closing date i.e.
26.11.2015

4 17200442 Nitin Kharb 14/11/1991 70.75 OB Done Dip in Mech with spl
C in Maintenance Engineer

(The date of passing the diploma
not provided, 10/08 as per
submission of candidate, in the



Diplomacertificate it has been
mentioned that exam held in

. 2010). User department may
ensure its correctness and
finally decide the eligibility of
the candidate as per the RRs
of the post on closing date
i.e. 26.11.2015

6. The selection of candidates having roll number 17200799, 17200833,
17201051 & 17200442 is purely provisional subject to satisfaction of user
department regarding the remarks mentioned against each.

7. No other candidate found in OBCCategory above minimum cutoff marks
except the one candidate proposed as pending as per details below.

8 SC C t. a ezorv
Sno Rollno Name DOB Tier I CAT Remarks

marks
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 17200126 Ajeet 12/8/1992 72.25 SC The candidate has
Kumar furnished the self

declaration that he is
serving with Northern
Railways alongwith copy of
his payslip for March'2018.
In the online application
form also the candidate has
mentioned his name
instead of name of.the firm
in which he has obtained
the experience. The
details furnished by the
candidate may be
verified! scrutinized by
the user department
and decide the
eligibility of the
candidate.

2 17200827 Raj Kumar 10/11/199 65 SC Done Dip. in Mech. Engg
1 (production)

The exact passing date has not
been provided.Howeverthe
candidate has mentioned the
same as 28.6.12 in his e-
dossier. In the diploma
provisioncertificate issued on
1.11.12 the examinationyear
mentioned as 2012. Further
candidate has furnished the



Final year marksheet dated
11.12.12. The user
department may ensure its
correctness and finally
decide the eligibility of the
candidate as per the RRsof
the post on closing date i.e.
26.11.2015

3 17200954 Uinesh 24/09/199 63.5 SC Experience as Trainee wef
Kumar 5 1.4.13 to 31.3.14 in Koyo

bearing India Pvt Ltd &
further again has
experience as Trainee wef
1.4.14 to 31.3.15 in same
firm Koyobearing India Pvt
Ltd. The User department
may ensure its
correctness/
veracity/scrutiny and
decide the eligibility of the
candidate as per the RRsof
the post on closing date i.e.
26.11.2015

4 17200772 Manish 6/8/1986 60.5 SC
Kumar

9. The selection of candidates having roll number 17200827 & 17200954 is
purely provisional subject to satisfaction of user department regarding the
remarks mentioned against him.

10. No other candidate found in SC Category above rmrumum cutoff marks
except the one candidate proposed as pending as per details below.

11 ST. Category
Sno Rollno Name DOB Tier I CAT Remarks

marks
1 17201078 Mahender 10/2/1991 62.75 ST In the online application

Meena form the candidate has
wrongly mentioned the
period of exp in Mj s BKT
wrongly as 1.8.11 to
30.8.13 instead of 18.11 to
30.6.13. The details
furnished by the
candidate may be
verified! scrutinized by
the user department



and decide the
eligibility of the
candidate.

12. No other candidate found in ST Category above minimum cutoff marks.

13. NoOH and HH candidate found above minimum cutoff marks.

14. The candidature of candidate having roll number 17200885 is kept
pending in OBC category for want of OBC (Delhi) certificate, as the candidate
has furnished OBe certificate valid for appointment of civil posts in Govt of
India.

15. The candidature of candidate having roll number 17200553 is rejected in
as he failed to furnish the e-dossier.

16. The selection of the above 24 Candidates shall be further subject to the
thorough verification of the candidature of the candidate by the User
Department including the identity of the candidate. All these selection
is purely provisional subject to admissibility of the
experience details furnished by the candidate in
reference to the provisions as prescribed in the RRs for
the post by the User Department. The DSSSB has not
not undertaken any veracity/scrutiny of experience
certificate being technical in nature. User Department
may ensure their correctness at its own level.

17. The candidature of the candidate is liable to be cancelled by the User
Department, in case candidate is found not fulfilling all the eligibility
conditions of the Recruitment Rules of the post or any other genuine reason.
The decision of the User Department/ appointing authority regarding the
eligibility of the candidate shall be the final and binding on the candidate.

18.The User department shall check the eligibility of the reservation benefit, if
any. Further, if applicable User Department shall verify the genuineness of the
caste certificate furnished by the candidate prior to issuing offer of
appointment to the candidates.

19.The Competent Authority of the User Department shall arrange to verify the
correctness of the information/ documents as furnished in the application



forms vis-a-vis the original documents including the Diploma/Degree and
Experience Certification. Further, the appointing authority shall verify these
documents and satisfy itself about the authenticity of documents/certificates
before finally appointing the candidates.

20.Mere inclusion of the name of the candidate in the result notice does not
confer any right upon the candidate over the post unless the appointing
authority is satisfied after such inquiry as may be considered necessary that
the candidate is suitable in all respect for appointment to the post.

21. Mere inclusion of the name of the candidate in the result notice does not
confer any right upon the candidate over the post unless the appointing
authority is satisfied after such inquiry as may be considered necessary that
the candidate is suitable in all respect for appointment to the post.

While every care has been taken in preparing the result, DSSSB
reserves the right to rectify errors and omissions, if any detected at any
stage.

This issues with the prior approval of the Competent Aut~~.

~ (Dy. ~e~ry CC-II)

No.F.l(343)/CC-II/DSSSB/2018/ 79t9 -,8'1..{;' Dated 1 ~ r~7'.2..l\:l1 ~

Copy forwarded for information and necessary action to:
1. Jt. Secretary to Honble LG,Delhi,LGSecretariat.
2. OSDto ChiefSecretary, DelhiSecretariat, DelhiSecretariat, Delhi.
3. Sr PAto Chairman, DSSSB
4. Sr PAto Member-Il,DSSSB
5. PAto CaE, DSSSB
6. ReceptionOffice/NoticeBoard/Guard File

Copy f~ed for information and necessary action to:J. ~ystemAnalyst, ITBranch with the request to upload on the website of the
Board

8. DySecretary, P&PBranch in duplicate for onward intimation to the user
department. ~

\(DY. ~~ry CC-II)


